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Introduction 
 

Family participation in learning helps determine a child’s success in school and beyond. 

This handbook is designed for families to support their children with developing skills around numeracy. 
Dromana College encourages a growth mindset towards these fundamental life skills; the basic belief that we 
can improve through dedication and hard work. This can be illustrated through the learning pit. Without this 
belief that we can achieve, we can become stuck. This resource can be used to help encourage your child to 
build and extend their numeracy skills throughout their secondary schooling and maintain a growth mindset 
towards their learning. 

 

‘Parents that encourage their child, help them develop a growth mindset where they can see the value in their 
education’ 
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Numeracy 

Numeracy capability is not inherited but attitudes are contagious 

 

Why is numeracy important? 
• Numeracy is necessary for everyday living. From daily activities like telling the time, cooking 

and setting the table to more difficult tasks such as understanding mobile phone plans, 
planning a trip, reading a map and understanding timetables. 

• Employers see numeracy as important in the workplace. 
• Research shows that higher numeracy skills lead to higher levels of health and wellbeing. 
• Having higher numeracy skills also leads to better decision making and financial 

independence. 
• For enjoyment. 
• Understand the world around us and the complex issues we have to deal with in life. 

 

Mathematics and numeracy 
The words mathematics and numeracy are often used interchangeably. They are however different.  

Mathematics is the study of number, shapes and patterns. Numeracy is the application of 
mathematical knowledge and concepts in the real world. Therefore, mathematics is found within 
numeracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As students enter senior school the mathematics becomes increasingly difficult and the need for 
students to have developed numeracy skills is even more important. This is because being a 
numerate individual means a person can: 

• Understand the problem 
• Reason and ask questions about the problem 
• Be fluent in choosing appropriate procedures or formulae 
• Attempt to solve the problem using their prior knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

The skills required to be numerate individuals are required in every subject and in all aspects of 
society. 
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Dromana College Problem Solving Model 
As a parent, guiding your child through this problem solving process is critical to developing their 
numeracy skills. 

When your child comes to you and asks for your help on a mathematical question, it does not matter 
if you don’t understand the mathematical processes involved. What does matter is that you 
encourage your child to problem solve and to develop a growth mindset. 

It presupposes that your child can take on some of the responsibility for their own learning and can 
take personal action to solve problems, resolve conflicts, discuss alternatives, and focus on thinking as 
a vital element of the curriculum. It provides your child with opportunities to use their newly acquired 
knowledge in meaningful, real-life activities and assists them in working at higher levels of thinking. 

 

Guiding your child through problem solving: 

 
 

 
 

Problem solving strategies 
include (but are not limited to): 

• Guess, check and improve 
• Make a list or table 
• Work backwards 
• Break the problem down into 

smaller parts 
• Act out the problem 
• Draw a picture or graph 
• Make a model 
• Look for a pattern 
• Make an equation 
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General resources to support your child in numeracy 
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SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S NUMERACY DEVELOPMENT 
 
You can help build your child’s numeracy through doing the following: 

• be positive about their numeracy experiences and praise effort and perseverance 

• let your child know that everyone can be successful 

• seize everyday opportunities to capitalise on numeracy development 

• involve your child in numeracy-related activities 

• describe what you are doing in situations that involve numeracy 

• explain why you make certain numeracy choices 

• explore numeracy with your child 

• learn alongside your child and encourage a sharing of numeracy ideas and thoughts 
 

 

Helping children to become numerate does not need a high level of mathematics. It 
means: 

• encouraging children to try, then keep trying 

• encouraging children to think (reason) and giving them time to do this. Confusion is ok! 

• supporting children while they do homework (which means encouraging them and taking an 

interest, but not doing the thinking for them). 

• Do not focus only on the correct response, the process/approach is important 

• modelling numeracy with children (including interpreting data, charts and diagrams) 

• talking aloud when solving problems (every day or mathematical) 

• getting children to check their answers (Does this answer make sense?) 

• encouraging children to help with: 

- cooking (especially measuring out ingredients) 

- paying bills 

- scheduling events in the day 

- reading maps and giving directions 

- shopping 

- measuring  

and thanking them for their support 

• do not say “Maths is hard” or “I was never good at maths”. Numeracy capability 

is not inherited but attitudes are contagious. 
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Conversations around numeracy 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Build their confidence
Help your child achieve their best by having 
high, but realistic, expectations of them. Let 

them know that you believe they can do well at 
maths and give praise when they put in effort 

and show progress.

Build a strong 
foundation

Try looking through their maths workbook 
together. Ask them to explain the examples their 

teacher has already worked through with the 
class. Can they apply this to some more 

examples? If your child expresses that they did 
not completely understand the concepts 

covered in maths class that day, encourage them 
to talk to their teacher.

Stay positive
Try to talk positively about mathematics with 

your child—even if you struggled with it at 
school yourself. Saying ‘I was bad at maths’ 
can lower your child’s own expectations of 

themselves and can give them an excuse not 
to try.

Talk about maths
Talk about how maths is used in everyday life and 
find real-life examples for the maths they learn at 

school. For example, you can talk about 
household bills, such as electricity and water, 

analyse the graphs on the bills and discuss the 
costs and ways to reduce energy or water 

consumption. Or get your child to research the 
costs of different mobile phone plans to find the 
best value option for them based on call costs, 

calling patterns, their phone usage and previous 
bills.
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To enjoy together and extension 
 

• The Department of Education provides an in-depth Numeracy Guide and brochures for 
parents and guardians. 

https://numeracyguidedet.global2.vic.edu.au/numeracy-at-home/  

https://www.wgps.vic.edu.au/uploaded_files/media/numeracy_families_working_it_out_toget
her_early_primary.pdf  

 

• The Maths Talent Quest promotes interest in mathematics and fosters positive attitudes 
amongst students, teachers and parents through numeracy and mathematical investigation. 
https://www.mav.vic.edu.au/Student-Activities/maths-talent-quest.html  

 

• Victorian Maths Challenge offers a suite of challenges that are an enjoyable way for families 
to engage in real life mathematics and explore problems together.   
http://vmc.global2.vic.edu.au/  

 

• Maths at our house is a New Zealand site containing ideas for home-related activities 
relevant to the Australian context. 

              https://nzmaths.co.nz/maths-our-house  
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